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Wildlife in our region

Please support ANARRA’s work by
making a tax deductible donation to:
• BSB 064416 • Acc # 10596693

Use your name as the reference and
send an email to ANARRA to receive
your receipt.

ANARRA is a not for profit group which operates 
throughout the Wide Bay region in Queensland.
The group trains members to rescue and care for 
injured and orphaned native wildlife.
Our volunteer members are educated and supported 
in best practice wildlife care, rehabilitation and 
release techniques.
All ANARRA Wildlife Carers operate under a 
permit issued by the Queensland Department of 
Environment and Science.
ANARRA undertakes community awareness 
activities to educate the wider community about 
everyday actions that improve the health of wildlife 
in our region including responsible pet ownership, 
use of wildlife friendly fencing, rehabilitating 
wildlife habitat and slowing down when driving 
particularly from dusk until dawn.

*  Please note that ANARRA members do not
have a permit to relocate wildlife including
uninjured snakes. ANARRA member John
Kennedy can be contacted on 0474 547 678
for assistance with relocating snakes.

ANARRA Wildlife Rescue
24 hour hotline
07 5484 9111
Find us on Facebook

 Email  anarrawildlife@gmail.com

Other Wildlife Rescue Contacts

ANARRA Fraser Coast 0427 872 236

Koala Rescue Queensland • 0423 618 740 
• 0431 300 729

Printing of this brochure was funded by the Gympie 
Regional Council Environment Levy
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What is 
ANARRA?



What to do if you find 
an injured native animal or bird

Basic rescue information to assist injured native 
animals.
Firstly, remember the animal may be in shock, or in 
pain. Approach the animal as quietly as possible. Keep 
all domestic animals away from the area.
Do not attempt to handle snakes, flying foxes, micro-
bats, koalas, kangaroos or wallabies as they may inflict 
injury. For these species, call ANARRA to request a 
trained and equipped volunteer to rescue the animal.
For all other species, if there is no danger to yourself, 
pick up the animal by gently placing a towel or blanket 
over it making sure you cover the head, wrap the 
towel/blanket around the animal and place it into a 
box with the towel/ blanket. Make sure the box has 
ventilation holes.
Close the lid of the box, and place it securely into your 
car (not in the boot).
If immediate assistance is not available, keep the box 
in a warm, dark place and keep noise to a minimum to 
avoid stress. Injured wildlife can die very quickly as a 
result of stress.

Do not give the animal food or water, as this may 
be fatal for animals in shock.
Either contact ANARRA or take the animal to your 
closest vet as soon as possible. Vet clinics and rescue 
organisations do not charge to accept wildlife.

Remember some animals do not require rescuing. 
Some fledgling birds may spend time on the ground 
learning to fly with the parents looking on. Unless 
a bird is in immediate danger, keep an eye on it to 
ensure a parent returns to care for the juvenile.
Removing a baby bird unnecessarily from its parents 
can be very detrimental to its well-being. Many baby 
birds can be re-united with their parents by making 
a fake nest out of an old plant pot or basket, and 
hanging in a tree near where the bird was found.

If in doubt contact ANARRA for advice.
If you find a deceased female kangaroo, wallaby, 
possum or koala, make sure you check the pouch 
– joeys have been known to survive in the mother’s 
pouch following her death for several days. If a joey 
is present, do not remove it from the mother’s teat 
as severe damage can be done to the joey’s mouth if 
removed from the teat incorrectly. 
If possible take the mother and joey intact to 
your nearest vet for attention or alternatively call 
ANARRA or one of the other wildlife rescue groups 
for assistance.


